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Abstract 
An investigation is conducted of the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimensions (VC-dimensions) of 
finite automata having k letters and n states. It is shown for a fixed positive integer k ( > 2), that 
(1) the VC-dimension of DFAk(n) := {L c{1,2,...,k}* : some deterministic finite automaton 
with at most n states accepts L} is n + log, n - O(log log n) for k = 1 and (k - 1 + o( 1 ))n log, n 
for k > 2, and (2) the VC-dimension of CDFAk(n) := {L E DFAk(n) : L is commutative} is
n + o(n). 
1. Introduction 
An investigation is conducted of the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimensions (VC-dimens- 
ions) of deterministic finite automata (dfas) and commutative deterministic finite au- 
tomata (cdfas). 
The term DFAk(n) denotes the class of languages accepted by a dfa with n states and 
k letters. It is known that the VC-dimension of a concept class yields a lower bound 
of the computational complexity of learning (see [6,7, 10, 111). Maass and Turin[l2] 
reported that Gaizer independently showed that VC-dim(DFAl(n)) = O(nlogn) in his 
unpublished work. Also, Champarnaud and Pin [8] studied a maxmin problem of finite 
automata, whose solution yields VC-dim(DFAz(n)) = O(n log n). In the present paper 
the asymptotic behavior of VC-dim(DFAk(n)) is studied. 
The term CDFAk(n) denotes the class of commutative languages accepted by dfas 
with k letters and n states (regarding commutative dfa, see [ 131). For a constant inte- 
ger k, Abe [l] presented a learning algorithm for CDFAk(n) and determined that VC- 
dim(CDFAk(n)) = Q(n) and VC-dim(CDFAk(n)) = O(n log n) to obtain a lower bound 
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for a learning complexity of CDFA. Presently, it is shown that VC-dim(CDFAk(n)) 
= (1 + o( 1))n for a constant k. The cardinality of the alphabet contributes to the 
VC-dimension of dfas, but does not appear to contribute to the VC-dimension of 
cdfas. 
2. Definitions 
Let N be the set of nonnegative integers {0,1,2,. . .}, and [n] the set { 1,2,. . . ,n} 
for n E N. For a real number Y, [rl, and [Al denote the greatest integer not exceeding 
Y and the least integer not less than Y, respectively. In the present paper the standard 
definitions and notations are followed in the formal language theory. 
The reader can find the definitions in standard textbooks (for example, [9]). 
2.1. DFA and commutative DFA 
For an integer k > 1, a set C = Ck of k elements is fixed. The set C, a member of 
the set, and the cardinality k = ICI are called the alphabet, a letter, and the alphabet- 
size, respectively. A string of letters w = wi w2 . . w, is a word (of length m), while 
the empty word i is the word of length 0. The set of words is denoted by C*, and each 
subset of Z* is called a language. For words x, y E C*, x. y denotes the concatenution 
of x and y. For example , if C = (0, l}, x = 0011, and y = 1010, thenx.y = 00111010. 
Let Q = Qn be a set of n elements, where a member of Q is termed a state. For a 
function 6 : Q x C + Q, a state qo E Q, and a subset F c Q, M = (Q, C, 6, qo, F) is a 
determini.rtic jinite state uutomaton(dfa). Here, 6, qo, and F are called the transition 
function, the initial stute and the set offinal states of M, respectively. For a state q E Q 
and a word w = w~w~‘..w, E Z*, define 6(q,w) := 6(...6(6(q,w,),wz),...,w,). The 
dfa M = (Q, C, 6, q0,F) uccepts the word w, if and only if 6(qo, w) E F. Let L(M) 
denote the language accepted by M, i.e. the set of words accepted by the dfa M. Next, 
define 
DFAk(n) := {L(M) : A4 is a dfa with states Qll and alphabet C,}. 
Here the indexes k and n are the alphabet-size and the number of states, respectively. 
For any word w = WIW~‘..W, of length I?Z and two integers i, j (1 < i < j < m), 
w[i, j] is defined as w[i, j] := WI ~2.. . wi_lwjw;+l .“wj_Iw,wj+l -“w,. A language 
L E DFA,+(n) is commutative when “w E L if and only if w[i, j] E L ” for any word 
w of any length m, and any two integers i, j( 1 < i < j < m). The cdfa is then stated 
as 
CDFAk(n) := {L E DFAk(n) : L is commutative}. 
The dfa M is a cdfu when L(M) is commutative. 
2.2. Vuprzik~Cilrr-~onmkis dirnensinn 
Let .=i; C 2’(:= {S : S cX}) be a family of sets over the universe X. 
Definition 1. Set S CX is shuttered by 9, if and only if {SIT F : F E F} = 2.‘. The 
Vupnik~Cllrrz.onenkis ditnmsion (VC-dimension) of a family of sets .F, denoted as 
VC-dim(S), is the maximum size of a set shattered by .P (this value is defined as 
infinite if no such maximum exists). 
It is a well known fact that 
VC-dim(-9) < log, 1.91 (1) 
for any family of sets .F. This inequality can be quickly proven and is very useful. 
3. Deterministic finite automata DFAk(n) 
First, we consider the case of alphabet-size 1. 
Theorem 1. 
VC-dim( DFA I (n)) = n + log, n - 0( log log n). 
Proof. (i) Let M,,(p,F) := ([0,n),{l},6P ,,,, 0,F) for p E [n] and FC [0,/r) :; 
(0, I,. , II - I} be a dfa of alphabet-size 1, such that 6&i, I ) = i + 1 for every 
i(0 < i <II - 2), and h,,,,,(n ~ 1, 1) = n - p. For an integer m>O, u is 
denoted by nz for brevity. ,I, t,mc\ 
Two dfas are considered, M,(p, F) and Mh(p, F’), where II > h, 12 E [h]. F c [0, n). 
and F’ c [0, h). It can be easily shown that L(M,(p, F)) = L(A4,,( p, F’)) if F = (F“ 7 
[O,h - p)) u {i + jp E {h - p ,._., n - I} : i E F’ n {h - p ,..., h}._j t N}. 
Therefore, if a one-letter language L is accepted by a dfa having less than n states 
that can be reached from the initial state, then there exists a dfa M,,( p, F) that accepts 
L. Therefore, iDFAt(n)l<({M,,(p,F) : p E [n],FC[O,n)}l = 172”. By (1). it follows 
that 
VC-dim(DFAt(n)) d log, IDFAt G n + log, II 
(ii) First,VC-dim(DFAI( 13))> 15 is illustrated prior to assigning the upper bound for 
a general II. 
When setting K13 := {0,1,2,3,...,11.7382,11946,21747} and ://13 := {Mrj(l~,F): 
p = 1,2.3,5,7, I I, or 13,F ~(0, I,. .., 12}}, Table 3 lists the values of h,,~3(0,777). 
For any subset K’cK13, p and Fc{O,1,...,12} can be chosen such that {nr E 
K13 : d,l.13(0,m) E F} = K’. Therefore, it can be seen that -.lilj shatters Ki3 and 
VC-dim(DFAt(l3)) 3 IKts] = 15. 
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Table 1 
6,13(0,m) for (p,m) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 7382 11946 21747 
1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 12 12 
2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 12 11 
3 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 11 12 12 
5 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 11 12 
7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 11 11 12 
11 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 11 11 
13 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 11 12 I1 
Next, it is proven that VC-dim(DFA1 (n)) > n + log, n - log, log, n + O( 1). It should 
be noted that when L’ 2 n - p, 
~p,,(O, m> =8 if and only if m E L' mod p, (2) 
and when Ode < n - p, 6,,(0,m) = d, if and only if e = m. 
Generally for n, a subset K,, = (0, 1,2,3, ’ . . ,n - 2, ml,m2, . . ,m,} is defined such 
that every subset K’ c K,, has p E P(n) U { l},F c [O,n) that satisfies {6& 1, m) : 
m E K,} = K’. Here, p(n) := {p : p is a prime number and 0 d p d n} and rc(n) := 
IP(n 
For 
rc(n)>2a - 2, (3) 
a two-variable function f : P(n) x {ml, rn2,. . . ,m,} + {n - 2,n - l} exists with the 
property that {{mi : 1 < i < a,f(p,mi) = n - 1) : p E P(n)} = 2{m1,“‘,mUl - (0 U 
{ml,... , m,}). For any i( <a), mi( >n - 1) is defined by an integer m that satisfies 
m E f (p, m) mod p for any p E P(n). 
It should be noted that every mi is well-defined by the Chinese Remainder Theorem. 
Consider dfas J&‘,, := {L(M,(p,F)) : p E P(n)U(I},FC [O,n)}. According to Eq. (2), 
it can be easily seen that k?, shatters K,. As a result of (3) and the Prime Number 
Theorem, a = Llog,(n(n) + 2)j can be chosen such that 
IK,I =n-l+a 
= n - 1 + Llog,(r(n) + 2)] 
= n - 1 + log, 
L ( 
(1+0(l))- 
log, n 11 
>n+log2n-log210g2n-2-logzlog2e+o(l). 0 





Proof. In this proof, we use [k] as a k-letter alphabet. 
For every language L E DFA,: (n), we can give a dfa AI(L) = ([IzL], [k]. 81,. 1, F,.) 
which has the minimum number nL of states among the dfas that accept L, where 
&. : hi x vi - hi, and F c [171_]. Define the dfa M’(L) := ([n], [k], 8, 1. F,.) where 
for i E [k]. 
ri(q, if := 
i 
&,(q, 4 for q E [ELI, 
min{q + l,n} for nl + 1 < q < II. 
This type is called a nomul dfo of L. It should be noted that every L E DFAk(rz) 
has a normal dfa of L, and if L,L’ t DFAk(n), and L # L’, then a normal dfa of L 
is not a normal dfa of L’. Moreover, when considering the labeling of states, every 
I, E DFAk(n) has (n - l)! normal dfas of L. Hence. the Stirling formula yields 
~DFA~(u)] G ]{M : M IS a normal dfa of some L E DFAk(n)}l/(n - I)! 
< l((6.F) : 6 : [n] x [k] + [n],F C[?7]}~l(l7 - I)! 
= n”“2”n/n! 
112”,1!iNe” 
= (1 + o(l)) $j-&, 
~ 2’” ~ I j/i log /ItO 0 
‘Theorem 2. For u ,jixurd integer k 3 2, 
VC-dim(DFAk(n)) = (k - 1 + o( l))p1 logn. 
Proof. For the upper bound, Proposition 1 and (1) yield VC-dim(DFA_+(n)) d (k - 
I + o( 1 ))n log, n. For the lower bound, we construct a language L of size (k - 1 + 
o( 1 ))i? log, YI shattered by DFAk(n). It may help readers to see Fig. 1 in this proof. 
Let18:= Llog,(n/log,n+2)]-2=(l+o(l))log,n andne:=2(1+2+2’+.,.+ 
2/i?) = 2/“fZ - 2 = O(n/logzn). For QB := UI ~i~~i~+~{(w~)~ : w E (0, l}‘}. we define 
6~ : (C?s ~ {(O)R.(~)B)) x (1) + QB by 
b(~l+..fl,l,)6, 1) := (aI ...Q,,-~)~, 
and FB := {(nlaz . ..a.?,)~ E QB : a,, = l}. 
(4) 
Let nr := n - ?IB = (1 + o( t))n and Jr := Llog,((k - l)/k)nT + l/k)] For a word 
W = w, *t’z . . w,,, E [k]*, put KJ := 1 + c, <i<n2 w;k”‘-‘, which introduces a linear order 
in [k]* For example, if k = 3 then i = 1, i = 2, 2 = 3, 3 = 4, n = 5, 12 = 6, r3 = 
7,X ,..., 33 = 13,111 = 14 ,..., 333 = 13+33 ~40. and 1111 =41,.... Define Pr := 
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Fig. 1. The dfa Mv for n = 31,k = 3,V := {12311,1232,2223,22231,3121}. It can be seen that 
?T = 2,nT =25,/B = l,n~ = 6,lR~l = 17. 
{(W)T : W E [k]*} and QT := {(w)T : w E [k]*,G d nT}. Also, & : PT x [k] -+ PT is 
defined by 
dT((ala2 . . .a&,a) := (q42.. .&&)T. (5) 
For example, &((123)r,2) = (1232)~. When we define RT := {q E QT : &(q,a) 6 
& for all a E [k]}, and W, := {w E [k]* : &((w)r,u) $?’ Qr for all a E [k]}, it can 
be seen that 
1 W,l = l[k]/‘l + I{w E [k]“+’ :w d nT}I 
=k’r+(n*-(l+k+...+k/r))- [(l+k+.-.fk”)/kj 
k-l 
3 knr+ l/k- 1. 
It is sufficient to show that the language 
W := {wul’ : w E Wr,u E [k],O<i<f,} 
can be shatterd by DFAk(n), since IWI = /WTIk(fB+ l)>((k- l)/k)(l +o(l))n.k. 
(l+o(l))log,n=(k-l+o(l))nlog,n. 
Now let V be an arbitrary subset of W. Presently, the final purpose is to construct a 
function 6~ : (QrUQ~)x[kl + (QTUQB) with a dfaMV := (Q~UQ~,[~],~V,(~)T,FB) 
that satisfies L(MV) n W = V. Here, 6~ is defined as follows: 
l For any q E QT - RT and a E [k], dv(q,a) := &(q,u). 




if w . a . lcj @ V, 
1 if w.u. 1”’ E V. 
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l For any q E QB, civ(q, 1) := fiB(q, 1). 
l Otherwise, ii,;(q,a) := q. 
It can be easily observed that L(Mr,)n U’ = V. Therefore, W is shattered by DFAx(n). 
L7 
4. Commutative deterministic finite automata 
In this section, the VC-dimension of commutative dfas is considered. Commutative 
dfas accept only commutative regular languages (see [13]). Since each l-letter language 
is commutative, then 
CDFA,(n) = DFA,(n). 
Theorem 3. For u constant k = 1,2,.. ., ICDFAk(n)l d 2’+Ocn) 
The main purpose of this section is to prove the above theorem. The following 
corollary is obtained from Theorems 1, 3, and (1). 
Corollary 1. For N constant k = 1,2,3,. , 
VC-dim(CDFAk(n)) = (1 + o( 1 ))n. 
Next, the upper bound of ICDFAk(n)] is examined. For any x E Nk, xi denotes the i-th 
coordinate. For any x,y E Wk, x + y denotes (XI + ~1,. ,xh + yk). For any integers 
k,n, a set Ak(n) of functions from Nk to [n] is defined by Ak(n) := {A(: Nk --f [n]) : 
For any x, y E FU’, if A(x) = A(y) then .4(x + z) = A(y + z) for all z E FU”.}. For 
A, A’ E AL-(~), formula A s A’ means that there exists a bijection CJ : [n] 4 [n] such 
that A(x) = a(A’(x)) for any x E N”. Note that the relation = is an equivalence 
relation. Here, set the following: 
[[A]], := {A’ E Ak(n) : A = A’} 
for A E Ak(n) and 
~/k(n) := {[[A]], : A E z&(n)}. 
Lemma 1. Let k,n be inteyeus. Then 
ICDF&(n)l d 2”Idk(n)i. 
Proof. Consider a language .!. E CDFAk(n) C 2[“]*. For this L, we fix a cdfa ML = 
([n],[k],dL, 1,F’L) with L(ML) = L, and define a function g(xt,x&...,xk) := 6~(1, l”l2”’ 
k’” ). Here, g(xI,x2,. . . , xk) denotes the state reached by the automaton on a string 
with a given k-tuple of letters. 
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To prove that y E Ak(n), suppose that ye = go for x,y E N”. Since L is 
commutative, when z E Nk , it can be written that 
= G&&(y), l”2” . . k’” ) 
= &(&( 1, l”“2” . . kyi ), 1” 2” . . k”” ) 
= 9Lb’ + z). 
Thus, go E Ak(n). Next, define y(L) := [[y,&. 
It is sufficient to show that for any L E CDFA,+(n), \{L’ E CDFA,+(n) : y(L) = 
y(L’)}l62”. This is clear, however, when considering how to choose FL ~[n] in ML. 
cl 
A standard partial order < and a lexicographic order 5 lex on FVk are introduced as 
x G y if and only if X, < yi for all i( 1 < i < k), and 
X< sexy if and only if x = y or for i := min{j(l ,< j < k) : .xj # yi},xi < JQ, 
respectively. For any a,~’ E Nk, the following apply: 
(i) a 3 lexa’ denotes a < lexa’, 
(ii) a < lexa’ means that ad lexa’ and a # a’, and 
(iii) a > lexa’ if and only if aa lexa’ and a # a’. 
It can be easily seen that for any a, a’ E N”, a < a’ implies a < lexa’. 
For A E &(n), define KC FVk by 
A^:={aENk: Ifa> lexa’ E Nk then A(a) # A(a’)}. 
The set 2 contains the lexicographically first occurrence of each color. We use a result 
of the high-dimensional Young Tableau in Section 5. 
Definition 2. Y c NX is a k-dimensional Young Tableau of n if 
0 f@ 3 x d y E Y implies x E Y. 
Here, V~k(n) is defined as 
cv;lk(n) := {Y c Nk : Y is a k-dimensional Young Tableau of IZ}, 
with setting pk(n) := j~k(fi)l. 
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Fig. 2. A three-dimensional Young Tableau of 32, with 1 I maximal elements. 
Fig. 3. A E AL(~) for k = 2.n = 21 
Lemma 2. k E <V,(n) fbr A E Ak(n). 
Proof. It is clear that 121 < n. Suppose that N” 3 a < a’ E a. When considering the 
case that a > iexb E Nk, it will be shown that A(a) = A(b) yields a contradiction. 
When a < a’ and ~‘-a E Nk, define a” := a’-afb g N”. Since A(a+.u) = A(h+x) 
for all x E Nk by the definition of Ak(n), then 
A(u’) = A(u + (a’ - u)) = A(b + (a’ - a)) = A(u”). (6) 
Because a’ - a” = a ~ h and a > iexh, a’ > icXa”. The fact and Eq. (6) yield a 
contradiction. 
Therefore a E k. It means 2 E Ogk(n). Cl 
For Y E #k(n), denote {x E Y : If x<x’ E Y then x = x’} by Y,,,. The next 
lemma gives an upper bound on the number of non-equivalent members of Ak(n). 
Lemma 3. Idk(n)l d ncAn’m’” pk(n), n,here ck is u constant und independtwt of n. 
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Proof. It is sufficient to count A E Ak(n) having the property that the lexicographically 
first colors are increasing, that is 
if a, a’ E A” and ad iexa’ then A(a) dA(a’). (7) 
Next, define for Y E gk(n), 
Y hollow := {u E I@ : a # Y and, if ~>a’ E @(a # a’) then a’ E Y}. 
It is noted that B := A”U&,,,~,, is a Young Tableau and B,,, xk~,,,~~~~. It can be easily 
seen that 
by using Theorem 4. Instead of the above argument, Eq. (8) can also be shown directly 
by a method similar to the proof of Theorem 4. 
When A E Ak(n) satisfies (7), ,4(u) E [ n is uniquely determined for every a E 2. ] 
Next, we try to show that for any Y E gk(n) and any f : Yhollow + [n], 
/{A E Ak(n) : A satisfies (7), Y = 2 and f = A]A-h,,,,, }I< 1. (9) 
We show inequality (9) by induction on the linear order < iex. First, let b E Nk - (au 
Aho,low). Suppose that A(b’) is given if b’ E Nk(b’ < lexb) or b’ E A”UL&~~~~~. Since b # 
2 u ‘4l0hv~ there exists some i(l<i<k) with b(‘) := (bl,...,bi_l,bi- l,bi+l,...,bk) E 
Nk - 2. Also, b(‘) has some 6’ E Nk such that b(‘) > lexb’ and A(b(‘)) = A(b’). Here, 
we have A(b) = A((b’,, . . . , bi_,, b( + 1, b(+,,. . , b;)), by the property of A. Therefore, 
every b E Nk has at most one as A(b), and one could obtain inequality (9). 
Thus, it holds that 
that is, the desired inequality. q 
Here, it is easy to prove Theorem 3. 
Proof of Theorem 3. From Theorem 5, Lemmas 1, and 3, it is straightforward to 
derive 
log ]CDFAk(n)j = (1 + O(n-“k logn))n. 
This completes the proof. q 
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5. High-dimensional Young Tableau 
The previous section required asymptotic results of the high-dimensional Young 
Tableau. Many studies have been conducted concerning about 2- or 3-dimensional 
Young Tableaux(see [2]). In these studies, no references were mentioned of bounds of 
high-dimensional Young Tableaux. In this section, these bounds are proven for com- 
pleteness of this paper. The following means that the number of maximal elements of 
a k-dimensional Young Tableau of n is at most c~H(~-‘)‘~. 
Theorem 4. rf’A c Nk satis$es the following. 
l l{x~N~:thereisa~Asuchthatx<a}~<n,and 
l a $ a’ for any distinct ~,a’ E A, 
then 
IAl < ckn’-‘!k, 
where ck is u positive constant, independent of n. 
Proof. We prove it by induction on k. If b E A and 6, > n’lk(for all i), then 1(x t 
N” :thereisanaEAsuchthatx<a}l>,I{xE Nk : x<b}l =(b;+l)” > n,a 
contradiction. Since any b E A has some i (1 d i d k) satisfying 
b, < n’;k, 
there are k subsets Al ,Az,. . . ,Ak(Ai C N k foralli)suchthatAIUA~U..~UAk=A, 
Ai n Aj = 8(i < j), and for any i(1 d i < k), if a E Ai, ai < n’ik. When we define 
A,(r) := {a E A, : ai = r - 1) for 1 6 i < k and 1 < Y < n’j’, it can be easily seen 
that 
l l{x~~~:x;=~.-l,andthereisana~A~(r)suchthatxda}l~n/r,and 
l a fi a’ for any distinct ~,a’ E Ai( 
By applying the induction hypothesis to Ai( it holds that 
Therefore, it can be written that 
IAl = c IAil 
I Ci<k 
= C C IAi( 
< c c ck_, (;)I--lick-‘) 
I Ci<k I $r<nl k 
I I,'(k-I) 
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< k(k - l)ck_,t? I-l/(k-l)(nl/k)I/(k-l) 
= k(k - l)‘?k_ltt-“k. q 
In the previous section, we set pk(n) := [{Y : Y is a k-dimensional Young Tableau 
of rz}I. 
Theorem 5. pk(?I) <2’““‘-’ ‘, where ck is (I positive constant, independent of n. 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 5 is similar to the proof of Theorem 4. 
We prove pk(n)<2’““‘-” by induction on k. We have 





_ 2kx, ci-,(n,‘r)‘-““-” 
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